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William Wasserman, a one-man wrecking crew who routinely confronted hostile, armed
poachers in the backwoods of Pennsylvania and brought them to justice, writes about his
encounters with outlaw hunters in a gritty, heart-pounding style that is sure to keep you turning
pages until the last chapter has been read. Poacher Wars is an intense, well written account
about a true wildlife warrior and his fight against the criminals who plunder our natural resources.
It's a book that will make you think about it long after you put it down. A book about a thin green
line of dedicated game wardens, vastly outnumbered, who risk their lives on a daily basis in
order to protect our wildlife for future generations to come.As a Pennsylvania Game Warden,
Wasserman patrolled 400 square miles of rugged mountain terrain where he investigated
thousands of game law violations and arrested many violent career poachers. Throughout his
career, he encountered a number of poachers who were convicted felons, including murderers,
drug addicts, dope dealers, and outlaw bikers. This fascinating, true-life book contains sixteen
chapters about some of the most dangerous and unpredictable men Wasserman encountered
during his 32 years as a state game warden.Excerpts from Poacher Wars:"I imagined my chest
being ripped apart by a brutal magnum slug as I picked my way up the mountain. Then I quickly
shook the nightmare out of my head, my skull screaming back at me that in thirty years of
chasing armed poachers, I had always come out unscathed...""Sinbad came barreling around
the corner in an astounding wheel stand! He was coming straight for me, his red mane billowing
wildly about his head, lips twisted in a lunatic grin...""He could see two men inside, two rifles on
the seat between them. And in that fleeting second, he realized he was outnumbered and
outgunned! He reached back quickly and grabbed the butt of his revolver, pulling it from his
holster...""I looked back at the injured man. Bud had his shirt open, his body deathly white.
Thick, purplish blood seeped from his wound. He could die right here! I thought grimly..."Author
BioWilliam Wasserman, a third-degree black belt in Korean karate, and a former national
bodybuilding champion, has written four books about his life as a state game warden. During his
career, he received numerous awards for his work in wildlife conservation, including the United
Bowhunters of Pennsylvania Game Protector of the Year Award; Pennsylvania Game
Commission Northeast Region Outstanding Wildlife Conservation Officer; National Society
Daughters of the American Revolution Conservation Medal; and the Pennsylvania Trappers
Association Presidential Award. Wasserman is a prolific writer who has been published in
dozens of national magazines including Black Belt, Pennsylvania Game News, Fur-Fish-Game,
International Game Warden, and The Alberta Game Warden. He also penned a weekly outdoor
newspaper column for 15 years, and hosted his own popular outdoor talk-radio program for eight
years.



From International Game Warden MagazineWasserman's book is a collection of true stories
about encounters with dangerous and unpredictable poachers and criminals. For the average
reader of game warden literature it is a great addition to his library, and for the outdoor
sportsman it is a great book to provide a behind the scenes view of the seedier side of our
profession. This book is not an autobiography of the author, but instead, is an unpretentious,
straight forward accounting of some events in his career that left him shaking his head, or
counting his blessings. I found this book to be very well written, highly entertaining, and thought
provoking. I highly recommend it. ----Gerry W. Lister, EditorFrom Pennsylvania Game News
MagazineJoin Officer Wasserman as he shares in a most captivating style, some of his most
exciting and harrowing experiences as a Pennsylvania Wildlife Conservation Officer. In more
than 30 years he has encountered it all, from the most hardened criminals to the most
unbelievable encounters with wildlife. ----Robert C. Mitchell, EditorFrom The Alberta Game
Warden MagazineWasserman is at his best when his stranger-than-fiction stories reveal their
own truths. The seediness of many of these characters will make you squirm. --Cheryl Moskaluk,
EditorFrom Pennsylvania MagazineWasserman's accounts read like scripts for a true-life reality
television show. Murderers, drug addicts, dope dealers, and outlaw bikers have all crossed his
path, to ends not of their liking. --Al Holliday, Editor--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorWilliam Wasserman, a third-degree black belt in Korean karate, and a
former national bodybuilding champion, has written four books about his life as a state game
warden. During his career, he received numerous awards for his work in wildlife conservation,
including the United Bowhunters of Pennsylvania Game Protector of the Year Award;
Pennsylvania Game Commission Northeast Region Outstanding Wildlife Conservation Officer;
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution Conservation Medal; and the
Pennsylvania Trappers Association Presidential Award. Wasserman is a prolific writer who has
been published in dozens of national magazines including Black Belt, Pennsylvania Game
News, Fur-Fish-Game, International Game Warden, and The Alberta Game Warden. He also
penned a weekly outdoor newspaper column for 15 years, and hosted his own popular outdoor
talk-radio program for eight years. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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POACHER WARSA PENNSYLVANIA GAME WARDEN’S JOURNALByWilliam
WassermanCopyright © 2008 by Penn’s Woods PublicationsAll rights reserved. This book or
parts thereof must not be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the
publisher.Cover photo by John Wassermanwww.johnwasserman.comTable of Contents Title
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SarahIntroductionAs a Pennsylvania game warden for more than three decades, I patrolled four-
hundred square miles of rugged mountain terrain where I pursued poachers on foot and by
vehicle and boat. Along the way, I investigated thousands of game law violations and arrested
many violent career poachers.The hardcore poacher is not just some poor, down-on-his-luck
rascal looking for meat to feed his hungry family. Many are serious outlaws with extensive
criminal records. Throughout my career, I’ve encountered a number of poachers who were
convicted felons, including murderers, drug addicts, dope dealers, and outlaw bikers. Herein,
you will find sixteen true stories about some of these dangerous and unpredictable men.The
incidents recounted in this book are real; however, the stories are based on my memories over a
period of years and may differ from the memories of others. I admit to taking some creative
liberties with events and to re-creating some of the dialog. I have also given the poachers and
their associates fictitious names and have altered their physical descriptions. Any resemblance
to actual persons, living or dead is entirely coincidental. Ned ViperTHE PISTOL HAD BEEN
tucked in the small of his back all along, and when he began to draw I reached for my gun with
fated dread . . .It was a hot, humid July day when the woman called about a raccoon cub that
had bitten her daughter. Now it was mysteriously dead in its cage and her daughter sick. She
asked me to come by and pick up the cub for a rabies examination, her voice edged with fear. I
assured her I would. Pennsylvania had over six hundred rabies incidents that year, with raccoons
accounting for two-thirds.As I pulled into the narrow dirt driveway leading to her trailer, I came
upon four makeshift doghouses surrounding the property like cruel sentry boxes, each housing a
surly mongrel. They lunged at their chains, barking and snarling furiously as I parked my vehicle
and walked through the baking midday sun to the front door.I knocked and soon a burly woman
appeared in a faded plaid shirt that fell loosely over tattered jeans. Two small girls clung to her
shirttail and stared at me with dark apprehension. One had a freshly bandaged forearm. I smiled
at them over the frenzied barking behind me.“State game warden,” I began. “I’m here about the
raccoon”—“SHUT UP!” the woman bellowed. And there was an abrupt sweet silence as the
dogs scurried into their rude shelters. She eyed me critically for a moment, then pointed a stout
finger past my shoulder. “It’s buried back there. You’ll see the fresh dirt.”“Has your daughter seen



a doctor?”“’Course she has! That’s why you’re here; he wants the critter tested.”“Would you mind
stepping out to show me exactly where it’s buried?”Two fleshy arms pushed the girls firmly
behind her. “You kids stay here,” she scolded. Then she brushed by me and waddled across her
parched lawn in soiled, bare feet. I turned and followed, her dogs snarling balefully as I passed,
warning me not to come close.Buried in a shallow depression, the cub had already begun to
decay from the intense summer heat. I retrieved the carcass with gloved hands and placed it in a
Styrofoam container. But as we returned to the trailer, I was stunned to see her children playing
with another cub.“Where did that one come from?” I asked.The woman’s face fell into a gaping
scowl. “I thought I told you kids to stay put!” she shouted, which caused her dogs to erupt into a
chaotic chorus of earsplitting howls.“SHAD UP! SHHHAAAAD UP!” she hollered. Stooping, she
picked up a handful of stones and hurled them one by one at the dogs until they retreated into
their sweltering huts.She marched over to her children, her broad shadow enveloping them.
“You’ll both be punished for this!”“Ma’am,” I said. “Where did you get the raccoons?”She turned
and raised a hand to block the sun. “A friend found them when he was stacking field stone,” she
said squinting at me. “They were abandoned, so he kept one and gave us the other two.” She
nodded at the box in my hand. “That one died in about three days. The other one is doing fine.
My kids love her to death. She’s a girl, you know.”“What’s your friend’s name?”She frowned.
“What do you want to know that for?”I glanced at the children, my expression grim.“You kids get
in the house, right now!” she scolded.The girl with the bandaged arm quickly picked up the cub
as both girls disappeared into their dim trailer.“We have a rabies problem in Wyoming County,” I
said. “If the dead cub was infected, the other one might be too. Besides, it’s illegal to take
animals from the wild. I can’t let you keep it.”“But how are we supposed to know about a law like
that? Besides, Ned said that the cubs didn’t have a mama.”“Ned?”“Ned Viper. He lives over the
county line about a mile from here. Are you gonna take our baby away?”“I don’t have a choice,
ma’am. It has to be tested for rabies. If the animal is infected your daughter will need a series of
shots right away.”Her brow arched. “Shots? I’ll bet they’re expensive!”“Several hundred at
least.” “Several hundred!” She stared at me as if all of this were my fault. “How am I supposed to
pay for that?”“The raccoon probably isn’t infected,” I said in an attempt to console her. “The test
is more a precaution then anything.”“What kind of test? What are they gonna do?”I looked at her.
My expression conveying bad news.“You’re gonna kill it . . . ?”“No choice. The lab has to examine
brain tissue to determine if the virus is present. Rabies is a fatal disease. Sorry, but your family’s
health takes precedence.”She turned abruptly and marched into her trailer. I could hear
everything through the thin walls: “Girls, come here and bring Bandit,” she called gruffly “We
gotta give her to the game warden.”“But why mommy? Why?” they pleaded.“Because she might
be sick, and he wants her.”“What’s going to happen to Bandit, mommy?” they cried. “Will she go
to a doctor and get all better again?”“She ain’t going to a doctor and she ain’t getting better!” The
game warden is gonna kill her. That’s what game wardens do!” She stormed out of her trailer
with the cub clenched firmly by the nape of its neck and thrust her arm at me. “Go on, take
it!”The cub started to bawl in pitiful, high-pitched squeals, sending her dogs into a yowling frenzy



once again as I took the bewildered animal from her and stared into the tearful eyes of her
daughters. I wanted to comfort them somehow, tell them everything would be all right, but it
would have been a lie. And so, with a heavy heart, I turned and walked to my patrol car amidst
the gasping sobs of children and the mindless barking of dogs.After delivering the cubs to the
state lab, I radioed Chuck “Arco” Arcovitch. Ned Viper lived in Arco’s district, so I briefed him on
what had happened and arranged to meet him on my way to collect the third cub.It was a twenty-
mile drive to Viper’s place, and as I followed Arco’s patrol car into his driveway, I spotted an old
Chevy backed in close to Viper’s house, as if ready to make a quick getaway. There was a man
sitting behind the steering wheel. Another man stood next to the car, facing him in deep
conversation. He looked up and spotted us, then turned abruptly and began walking away.
Suspecting the raccoon might be inside the car, Chuck stopped in front of the Chevy to block it
while I quickly parked behind him and jumped out.Arco reached the vehicle seconds ahead of
me and spotted a rifle on the front seat. He ordered the driver to keep his hands on the steering
wheel, but instead the man reached down and hooked the bolt of his rifle with a thumb, snapping
it open“It’s empty, you idiot!” he barked. “I’m on private property and you got no right to harass
me here. Now you better get the hell out of my way because I’m leaving!”Again Arco ordered the
man to put his hands on the steering wheel, and when he saw me reaching for the passenger
door from the corner of his eye, he quickly complied. I jerked the door open and took the rifle.
Arco warned him to keep his hands where we could see them, explaining that we were
investigating a game law violation.“I ain’t got nothing in my car. You can see that!” the man cried.
“What are you hassling me for?”“If you’re not doing anything wrong, I guess you wouldn’t mind if
we take a look in your trunk,” said Arco.The man glared at him, his eyes fixed and brooding.
Then, without another word, he slid from his vehicle and walked around to the trunk. He opened
it, revealing nothing but a spare tire and a few shop tools. “See! Just like I told you!”

Ned ViperTHE PISTOL HAD BEEN tucked in the small of his back all along, and when he began
to draw I reached for my gun with fated dread . . .It was a hot, humid July day when the woman
called about a raccoon cub that had bitten her daughter. Now it was mysteriously dead in its
cage and her daughter sick. She asked me to come by and pick up the cub for a rabies
examination, her voice edged with fear. I assured her I would. Pennsylvania had over six hundred
rabies incidents that year, with raccoons accounting for two-thirds.As I pulled into the narrow dirt
driveway leading to her trailer, I came upon four makeshift doghouses surrounding the property
like cruel sentry boxes, each housing a surly mongrel. They lunged at their chains, barking and
snarling furiously as I parked my vehicle and walked through the baking midday sun to the front
door.I knocked and soon a burly woman appeared in a faded plaid shirt that fell loosely over
tattered jeans. Two small girls clung to her shirttail and stared at me with dark apprehension.
One had a freshly bandaged forearm. I smiled at them over the frenzied barking behind
me.“State game warden,” I began. “I’m here about the raccoon”—“SHUT UP!” the woman
bellowed. And there was an abrupt sweet silence as the dogs scurried into their rude shelters.



She eyed me critically for a moment, then pointed a stout finger past my shoulder. “It’s buried
back there. You’ll see the fresh dirt.”“Has your daughter seen a doctor?”“’Course she has! That’s
why you’re here; he wants the critter tested.”“Would you mind stepping out to show me exactly
where it’s buried?”Two fleshy arms pushed the girls firmly behind her. “You kids stay here,” she
scolded. Then she brushed by me and waddled across her parched lawn in soiled, bare feet. I
turned and followed, her dogs snarling balefully as I passed, warning me not to come
close.Buried in a shallow depression, the cub had already begun to decay from the intense
summer heat. I retrieved the carcass with gloved hands and placed it in a Styrofoam container.
But as we returned to the trailer, I was stunned to see her children playing with another
cub.“Where did that one come from?” I asked.The woman’s face fell into a gaping scowl. “I
thought I told you kids to stay put!” she shouted, which caused her dogs to erupt into a chaotic
chorus of earsplitting howls.“SHAD UP! SHHHAAAAD UP!” she hollered. Stooping, she picked
up a handful of stones and hurled them one by one at the dogs until they retreated into their
sweltering huts.She marched over to her children, her broad shadow enveloping them. “You’ll
both be punished for this!”“Ma’am,” I said. “Where did you get the raccoons?”She turned and
raised a hand to block the sun. “A friend found them when he was stacking field stone,” she said
squinting at me. “They were abandoned, so he kept one and gave us the other two.” She nodded
at the box in my hand. “That one died in about three days. The other one is doing fine. My kids
love her to death. She’s a girl, you know.”“What’s your friend’s name?”She frowned. “What do
you want to know that for?”I glanced at the children, my expression grim.“You kids get in the
house, right now!” she scolded.The girl with the bandaged arm quickly picked up the cub as both
girls disappeared into their dim trailer.“We have a rabies problem in Wyoming County,” I said. “If
the dead cub was infected, the other one might be too. Besides, it’s illegal to take animals from
the wild. I can’t let you keep it.”“But how are we supposed to know about a law like that? Besides,
Ned said that the cubs didn’t have a mama.”“Ned?”“Ned Viper. He lives over the county line
about a mile from here. Are you gonna take our baby away?”“I don’t have a choice, ma’am. It has
to be tested for rabies. If the animal is infected your daughter will need a series of shots right
away.”Her brow arched. “Shots? I’ll bet they’re expensive!”“Several hundred at least.” “Several
hundred!” She stared at me as if all of this were my fault. “How am I supposed to pay for
that?”“The raccoon probably isn’t infected,” I said in an attempt to console her. “The test is more
a precaution then anything.”“What kind of test? What are they gonna do?”I looked at her. My
expression conveying bad news.“You’re gonna kill it . . . ?”“No choice. The lab has to examine
brain tissue to determine if the virus is present. Rabies is a fatal disease. Sorry, but your family’s
health takes precedence.”She turned abruptly and marched into her trailer. I could hear
everything through the thin walls: “Girls, come here and bring Bandit,” she called gruffly “We
gotta give her to the game warden.”“But why mommy? Why?” they pleaded.“Because she might
be sick, and he wants her.”“What’s going to happen to Bandit, mommy?” they cried. “Will she go
to a doctor and get all better again?”“She ain’t going to a doctor and she ain’t getting better!” The
game warden is gonna kill her. That’s what game wardens do!” She stormed out of her trailer



with the cub clenched firmly by the nape of its neck and thrust her arm at me. “Go on, take
it!”The cub started to bawl in pitiful, high-pitched squeals, sending her dogs into a yowling frenzy
once again as I took the bewildered animal from her and stared into the tearful eyes of her
daughters. I wanted to comfort them somehow, tell them everything would be all right, but it
would have been a lie. And so, with a heavy heart, I turned and walked to my patrol car amidst
the gasping sobs of children and the mindless barking of dogs.After delivering the cubs to the
state lab, I radioed Chuck “Arco” Arcovitch. Ned Viper lived in Arco’s district, so I briefed him on
what had happened and arranged to meet him on my way to collect the third cub.It was a twenty-
mile drive to Viper’s place, and as I followed Arco’s patrol car into his driveway, I spotted an old
Chevy backed in close to Viper’s house, as if ready to make a quick getaway. There was a man
sitting behind the steering wheel. Another man stood next to the car, facing him in deep
conversation. He looked up and spotted us, then turned abruptly and began walking away.
Suspecting the raccoon might be inside the car, Chuck stopped in front of the Chevy to block it
while I quickly parked behind him and jumped out.Arco reached the vehicle seconds ahead of
me and spotted a rifle on the front seat. He ordered the driver to keep his hands on the steering
wheel, but instead the man reached down and hooked the bolt of his rifle with a thumb, snapping
it open“It’s empty, you idiot!” he barked. “I’m on private property and you got no right to harass
me here. Now you better get the hell out of my way because I’m leaving!”Again Arco ordered the
man to put his hands on the steering wheel, and when he saw me reaching for the passenger
door from the corner of his eye, he quickly complied. I jerked the door open and took the rifle.
Arco warned him to keep his hands where we could see them, explaining that we were
investigating a game law violation.“I ain’t got nothing in my car. You can see that!” the man cried.
“What are you hassling me for?”“If you’re not doing anything wrong, I guess you wouldn’t mind if
we take a look in your trunk,” said Arco.The man glared at him, his eyes fixed and brooding.
Then, without another word, he slid from his vehicle and walked around to the trunk. He opened
it, revealing nothing but a spare tire and a few shop tools. “See! Just like I told you!”Arco
demanded some identification. And with remarkable obedience, the man reached into his back
pocket and pulled out a bedraggled wallet. Pinching the corner of his driver’s license with
blackened fingers he handed it to him.After copying the name and address in a notebook, Arco
returned his license. “You were just leaving, right?”“That’s what I’ve been trying to tell you!” He
grinned at us with teeth rotting from neglect. “And I want my rifle back, too”I handed him his
empty rifle. Then, without another word, he got back into his car and sped down the narrow
driveway onto the hardtop. We watched him go, his car fading into the steamy heat-shimmer like
an apparition.Arco and I quickly turned our attention to the other man. He and a female
companion were watching us. They lounged upon plastic reclining chairs on their front lawn,
drinking cans of beer in the blazing sun. Surrounded by acres of weeds that hadn’t seen a
mower in weeks, they looked utterly absurd, as if basking in a vast and tortured wasteland.We
walked over. A small wooden table stood between them encircled by a dozen empty beer cans
casually strewn about. On the table was a half-full pack of Camels and a tin ashtray crammed



with cigarette butts.“What do you two want?” grunted Viper. Straw-like hair spilled past his collar
to meld with his dense beard and mustache. He wore glasses with thin round rims—just like Ben
Franklin—and a cotton shirt with faded jeans (Arco later told me that to him, Viper looked just
like the infamous Claude Lafayette Dallas who was convicted of shooting two game wardens to
death in Nevada several years earlier).Arco said, “We understand you gave a raccoon cub to a
woman in Wyoming County and that you have another one somewhere on your property, is that
true?”Viper sprang to his feet, his face contorted with rage. “You got no right on my property!
This ain’t nothing but harassment. I don’t have to answer any of your questions. Now, get off my
land and leave me alone!”Once again, we found ourselves in a hostile environment. To make
matters worse, two young boys suddenly appeared from out of the house—Viper’s sons, perhaps
—and walked over to us. Thinking things could get out of hand and not wanting to subject them
to Viper’s reckless behavior, I said, “How about we get out of the sun and take a walk over to my
car.”Viper’s head whipped toward me. “I don’t have to go anywhere with you.” His eyes darted
nervously to Arco, then back to me, and I sensed something was about to happen.Suddenly he
did an about face and set his beer can on the table. My heart leaped when I saw the forty-five
caliber pistol jutting from the beltline in the small of his back.“Hold it right there!” I cried, going for
my revolver.Viper’s back was still toward me as he reached around and grabbed the butt of his
pistol. “Talking about this?” he said over his shoulder.My thumb was pushing frantically against
the leather snap that secured my gun inside my holster, but it wouldn’t open. From where Arco
was standing, he couldn’t see Viper’s pistol, and I watched in horror as he pulled the weapon
from his belt. It all happened so fast—in a heartbeat he had a gun in his hand and could have
killed us both.Instead, keeping his back to me, Viper deliberately laid his pistol flat on the table
and stepped away from it. Arco sprang forward and snatched it. He ejected the magazine into
his hand, then jerked back the slide. A live round whirled in the air, its brass casing glistening in
the sun. Arco reached out and caught it. He dropped it into his pocket, then tucked the empty
weapon into his belt. We each grabbed an arm and escorted Viper to my vehicle, away from his
wife and children.“Hey!” he squawked. “Lighten up. What’s wrong with you guys?”“You’re lucky
you weren’t shot!” I snapped back at him.And indeed he likely would have been, except a poorly
designed thumb-break on my holster had prevented me from drawing my gun (the agency went
with an improved holster design that included a more rigid thumb break after my incident with
Viper). Arco ordered Viper to turn around. He frisked him for additional weapons while I covered
him. Satisfied he was clean, Arco’s eyes bored into Viper, his voice low and even. “We’re here to
talk to you about a raccoon, and you start cursing us and pull a gun . . . ! For what?”Viper raised
his palms defensively, “Okay, okay already. But I ain’t got no coon, man. You can look all you
want; I got nothing to hide. I’ll take you on the Grand Tour myself.”Ned Viper had his faults, but
stupidity wasn’t one of them. He wouldn’t have offered to show us around if a raccoon was
anywhere in sight.We followed him more out of morbid curiosity than anything as he led us
through several outbuildings, each with their own assortment of farm tools, rusty machinery, and
odd junk. As suspected, we saw no sign of a raccoon or animal cages anywhere. “C’mon,” Viper



offered cheerily. “I’ll show you inside my house, too.” And with a dim sense of reluctance, Arco
and I trailed him into his rundown trailer.Here the shades were drawn, giving the place all the
charm of an ancient burial chamber, the gloomy atmosphere mirroring Ned Viper to a tee.
Several small tables were scattered about, each piled with its own assortment of dirty rags, old
newspapers, and other useless articles. Against a far wall, a raggedy wooden desk was
crammed with reloading equipment and empty shell casings, indicating Viper’s passion for
shooting.After sidestepping an assortment of dated newspapers and magazines scattered
across the floor, we followed him into another room and our eyes focused on an extensive
collection of brutish, gothic-style knives and swords that hung on every wall.“See? No raccoon!”
said Viper. “But I do have other pets. Come and look.”Centered on an old card table we saw a
small glass aquarium. Inside, an enormous tarantula crouched. Viper reached in and pulled the
hairy creature from its prison. “This one is my favorite.”Its long, segmented legs groped
hideously, turning my spine to jelly. He extended his arm and offered the trashing spider to me.
“Wanna hold ‘em?”I felt my flesh begin to crawl. “I’d rather have an eye gouged out,” I assured
him.Viper cocked his head and eyed me hurtfully. Then he shrugged and plopped the tarantula
back into its aquarium. “Suit yourself.”Ned Viper continued leading us through his dingy trailer
until we eventually walked out the back door.Arco turned to face him. “I don’t know what you did
with the raccoon but Officer Wasserman and I are leaving.”Viper grinned broadly as Arco
handed him his gun. But his expression quickly turned sour when he realized it had been
disassembled. “What the . . . !”“Don’t worry,” said Arco, “You’ll find your slide, empty magazine,
and nine rounds on the table next to your hairy friend inside.”Although we didn’t find a raccoon
cub at Ned Viper’s place, Arco later charged him with the unlawful possession of wildlife and
subpoenaed the woman whose child had been bitten to testify against him as a Commonwealth
witness. But rather than go through a lengthy trial, Viper pled guilty and paid his fine in full.Later
that summer we heard Viper had an unwelcomed encounter with several members of a rival
outlaw motorcycle gang and that he went into hiding in rural New York. Perhaps it’s no
coincidence that we never ran into him again after that day.Outlaws at Wildcat RidgeHIS
HEADLIGHTS FLICKERED between the trees, casting ghostly shadows into the woods as he
crept down the narrow two-track. It was a cold and moonless November night, and his heart beat
in heavy anticipation. The trail camera he’d set up behind his house had been triggered each
morning for days. The buck in the photographs enormous.There were other deer too. Many of
them. But it was the heavy eight-pointer with the unusually wide rack that had captivated Eli
Bragg.He brought his pickup to a stop fifty yards from a large pile of fresh corn and shut off the
lights. He killed the ignition, leaned back in his seat, and listened to the steady tick of his cooling
engine. Daylight was close at hand. Soon the buck would appear, drawn to his bait as surely as a
fly is drawn to sugar.As the darkness began to melt into a gray dawn, the deer suddenly
materialized. Captivated by its presence, Bragg’s thick fingers tightened around the steering
wheel. His time had come. With the season only two days away, the woods would soon be
crawling with eager hunters. Some of them his best friends. And Eli Bragg was about to make



certain none of them got a chance to take his trophy away.Having grown accustomed to the bait,
the buck paid no attention to him. And when the poacher switched on his headlights, the
whitetail raised its head in mild curiosity to gaze into the blinding abyss, its antlers immense in
the blazing glare of light.Eli Bragg raised his twenty-two magnum off the seat, poked the muzzle
out his open window, and settled the wooden stock into his right shoulder. He sucked in a long
breath as the crosshairs found their mark, then he exhaled slowly and squeezed the trigger.

Ned ViperTHE PISTOL HAD BEEN tucked in the small of his back all along, and when he began
to draw I reached for my gun with fated dread . . .It was a hot, humid July day when the woman
called about a raccoon cub that had bitten her daughter. Now it was mysteriously dead in its
cage and her daughter sick. She asked me to come by and pick up the cub for a rabies
examination, her voice edged with fear. I assured her I would. Pennsylvania had over six hundred
rabies incidents that year, with raccoons accounting for two-thirds.As I pulled into the narrow dirt
driveway leading to her trailer, I came upon four makeshift doghouses surrounding the property
like cruel sentry boxes, each housing a surly mongrel. They lunged at their chains, barking and
snarling furiously as I parked my vehicle and walked through the baking midday sun to the front
door.I knocked and soon a burly woman appeared in a faded plaid shirt that fell loosely over
tattered jeans. Two small girls clung to her shirttail and stared at me with dark apprehension.
One had a freshly bandaged forearm. I smiled at them over the frenzied barking behind
me.“State game warden,” I began. “I’m here about the raccoon”—“SHUT UP!” the woman
bellowed. And there was an abrupt sweet silence as the dogs scurried into their rude shelters.
She eyed me critically for a moment, then pointed a stout finger past my shoulder. “It’s buried
back there. You’ll see the fresh dirt.”“Has your daughter seen a doctor?”“’Course she has! That’s
why you’re here; he wants the critter tested.”“Would you mind stepping out to show me exactly
where it’s buried?”Two fleshy arms pushed the girls firmly behind her. “You kids stay here,” she
scolded. Then she brushed by me and waddled across her parched lawn in soiled, bare feet. I
turned and followed, her dogs snarling balefully as I passed, warning me not to come
close.Buried in a shallow depression, the cub had already begun to decay from the intense
summer heat. I retrieved the carcass with gloved hands and placed it in a Styrofoam container.
But as we returned to the trailer, I was stunned to see her children playing with another
cub.“Where did that one come from?” I asked.The woman’s face fell into a gaping scowl. “I
thought I told you kids to stay put!” she shouted, which caused her dogs to erupt into a chaotic
chorus of earsplitting howls.“SHAD UP! SHHHAAAAD UP!” she hollered. Stooping, she picked
up a handful of stones and hurled them one by one at the dogs until they retreated into their
sweltering huts.She marched over to her children, her broad shadow enveloping them. “You’ll
both be punished for this!”“Ma’am,” I said. “Where did you get the raccoons?”She turned and
raised a hand to block the sun. “A friend found them when he was stacking field stone,” she said
squinting at me. “They were abandoned, so he kept one and gave us the other two.” She nodded
at the box in my hand. “That one died in about three days. The other one is doing fine. My kids



love her to death. She’s a girl, you know.”“What’s your friend’s name?”She frowned. “What do
you want to know that for?”I glanced at the children, my expression grim.“You kids get in the
house, right now!” she scolded.The girl with the bandaged arm quickly picked up the cub as both
girls disappeared into their dim trailer.“We have a rabies problem in Wyoming County,” I said. “If
the dead cub was infected, the other one might be too. Besides, it’s illegal to take animals from
the wild. I can’t let you keep it.”“But how are we supposed to know about a law like that? Besides,
Ned said that the cubs didn’t have a mama.”“Ned?”“Ned Viper. He lives over the county line
about a mile from here. Are you gonna take our baby away?”“I don’t have a choice, ma’am. It has
to be tested for rabies. If the animal is infected your daughter will need a series of shots right
away.”Her brow arched. “Shots? I’ll bet they’re expensive!”“Several hundred at least.” “Several
hundred!” She stared at me as if all of this were my fault. “How am I supposed to pay for
that?”“The raccoon probably isn’t infected,” I said in an attempt to console her. “The test is more
a precaution then anything.”“What kind of test? What are they gonna do?”I looked at her. My
expression conveying bad news.“You’re gonna kill it . . . ?”“No choice. The lab has to examine
brain tissue to determine if the virus is present. Rabies is a fatal disease. Sorry, but your family’s
health takes precedence.”She turned abruptly and marched into her trailer. I could hear
everything through the thin walls: “Girls, come here and bring Bandit,” she called gruffly “We
gotta give her to the game warden.”“But why mommy? Why?” they pleaded.“Because she might
be sick, and he wants her.”“What’s going to happen to Bandit, mommy?” they cried. “Will she go
to a doctor and get all better again?”“She ain’t going to a doctor and she ain’t getting better!” The
game warden is gonna kill her. That’s what game wardens do!” She stormed out of her trailer
with the cub clenched firmly by the nape of its neck and thrust her arm at me. “Go on, take
it!”The cub started to bawl in pitiful, high-pitched squeals, sending her dogs into a yowling frenzy
once again as I took the bewildered animal from her and stared into the tearful eyes of her
daughters. I wanted to comfort them somehow, tell them everything would be all right, but it
would have been a lie. And so, with a heavy heart, I turned and walked to my patrol car amidst
the gasping sobs of children and the mindless barking of dogs.After delivering the cubs to the
state lab, I radioed Chuck “Arco” Arcovitch. Ned Viper lived in Arco’s district, so I briefed him on
what had happened and arranged to meet him on my way to collect the third cub.It was a twenty-
mile drive to Viper’s place, and as I followed Arco’s patrol car into his driveway, I spotted an old
Chevy backed in close to Viper’s house, as if ready to make a quick getaway. There was a man
sitting behind the steering wheel. Another man stood next to the car, facing him in deep
conversation. He looked up and spotted us, then turned abruptly and began walking away.
Suspecting the raccoon might be inside the car, Chuck stopped in front of the Chevy to block it
while I quickly parked behind him and jumped out.Arco reached the vehicle seconds ahead of
me and spotted a rifle on the front seat. He ordered the driver to keep his hands on the steering
wheel, but instead the man reached down and hooked the bolt of his rifle with a thumb, snapping
it open“It’s empty, you idiot!” he barked. “I’m on private property and you got no right to harass
me here. Now you better get the hell out of my way because I’m leaving!”Again Arco ordered the



man to put his hands on the steering wheel, and when he saw me reaching for the passenger
door from the corner of his eye, he quickly complied. I jerked the door open and took the rifle.
Arco warned him to keep his hands where we could see them, explaining that we were
investigating a game law violation.“I ain’t got nothing in my car. You can see that!” the man cried.
“What are you hassling me for?”“If you’re not doing anything wrong, I guess you wouldn’t mind if
we take a look in your trunk,” said Arco.The man glared at him, his eyes fixed and brooding.
Then, without another word, he slid from his vehicle and walked around to the trunk. He opened
it, revealing nothing but a spare tire and a few shop tools. “See! Just like I told you!”Arco
demanded some identification. And with remarkable obedience, the man reached into his back
pocket and pulled out a bedraggled wallet. Pinching the corner of his driver’s license with
blackened fingers he handed it to him.After copying the name and address in a notebook, Arco
returned his license. “You were just leaving, right?”“That’s what I’ve been trying to tell you!” He
grinned at us with teeth rotting from neglect. “And I want my rifle back, too”I handed him his
empty rifle. Then, without another word, he got back into his car and sped down the narrow
driveway onto the hardtop. We watched him go, his car fading into the steamy heat-shimmer like
an apparition.Arco and I quickly turned our attention to the other man. He and a female
companion were watching us. They lounged upon plastic reclining chairs on their front lawn,
drinking cans of beer in the blazing sun. Surrounded by acres of weeds that hadn’t seen a
mower in weeks, they looked utterly absurd, as if basking in a vast and tortured wasteland.We
walked over. A small wooden table stood between them encircled by a dozen empty beer cans
casually strewn about. On the table was a half-full pack of Camels and a tin ashtray crammed
with cigarette butts.“What do you two want?” grunted Viper. Straw-like hair spilled past his collar
to meld with his dense beard and mustache. He wore glasses with thin round rims—just like Ben
Franklin—and a cotton shirt with faded jeans (Arco later told me that to him, Viper looked just
like the infamous Claude Lafayette Dallas who was convicted of shooting two game wardens to
death in Nevada several years earlier).Arco said, “We understand you gave a raccoon cub to a
woman in Wyoming County and that you have another one somewhere on your property, is that
true?”Viper sprang to his feet, his face contorted with rage. “You got no right on my property!
This ain’t nothing but harassment. I don’t have to answer any of your questions. Now, get off my
land and leave me alone!”Once again, we found ourselves in a hostile environment. To make
matters worse, two young boys suddenly appeared from out of the house—Viper’s sons, perhaps
—and walked over to us. Thinking things could get out of hand and not wanting to subject them
to Viper’s reckless behavior, I said, “How about we get out of the sun and take a walk over to my
car.”Viper’s head whipped toward me. “I don’t have to go anywhere with you.” His eyes darted
nervously to Arco, then back to me, and I sensed something was about to happen.Suddenly he
did an about face and set his beer can on the table. My heart leaped when I saw the forty-five
caliber pistol jutting from the beltline in the small of his back.“Hold it right there!” I cried, going for
my revolver.Viper’s back was still toward me as he reached around and grabbed the butt of his
pistol. “Talking about this?” he said over his shoulder.My thumb was pushing frantically against



the leather snap that secured my gun inside my holster, but it wouldn’t open. From where Arco
was standing, he couldn’t see Viper’s pistol, and I watched in horror as he pulled the weapon
from his belt. It all happened so fast—in a heartbeat he had a gun in his hand and could have
killed us both.Instead, keeping his back to me, Viper deliberately laid his pistol flat on the table
and stepped away from it. Arco sprang forward and snatched it. He ejected the magazine into
his hand, then jerked back the slide. A live round whirled in the air, its brass casing glistening in
the sun. Arco reached out and caught it. He dropped it into his pocket, then tucked the empty
weapon into his belt. We each grabbed an arm and escorted Viper to my vehicle, away from his
wife and children.“Hey!” he squawked. “Lighten up. What’s wrong with you guys?”“You’re lucky
you weren’t shot!” I snapped back at him.And indeed he likely would have been, except a poorly
designed thumb-break on my holster had prevented me from drawing my gun (the agency went
with an improved holster design that included a more rigid thumb break after my incident with
Viper). Arco ordered Viper to turn around. He frisked him for additional weapons while I covered
him. Satisfied he was clean, Arco’s eyes bored into Viper, his voice low and even. “We’re here to
talk to you about a raccoon, and you start cursing us and pull a gun . . . ! For what?”Viper raised
his palms defensively, “Okay, okay already. But I ain’t got no coon, man. You can look all you
want; I got nothing to hide. I’ll take you on the Grand Tour myself.”Ned Viper had his faults, but
stupidity wasn’t one of them. He wouldn’t have offered to show us around if a raccoon was
anywhere in sight.We followed him more out of morbid curiosity than anything as he led us
through several outbuildings, each with their own assortment of farm tools, rusty machinery, and
odd junk. As suspected, we saw no sign of a raccoon or animal cages anywhere. “C’mon,” Viper
offered cheerily. “I’ll show you inside my house, too.” And with a dim sense of reluctance, Arco
and I trailed him into his rundown trailer.Here the shades were drawn, giving the place all the
charm of an ancient burial chamber, the gloomy atmosphere mirroring Ned Viper to a tee.
Several small tables were scattered about, each piled with its own assortment of dirty rags, old
newspapers, and other useless articles. Against a far wall, a raggedy wooden desk was
crammed with reloading equipment and empty shell casings, indicating Viper’s passion for
shooting.After sidestepping an assortment of dated newspapers and magazines scattered
across the floor, we followed him into another room and our eyes focused on an extensive
collection of brutish, gothic-style knives and swords that hung on every wall.“See? No raccoon!”
said Viper. “But I do have other pets. Come and look.”Centered on an old card table we saw a
small glass aquarium. Inside, an enormous tarantula crouched. Viper reached in and pulled the
hairy creature from its prison. “This one is my favorite.”Its long, segmented legs groped
hideously, turning my spine to jelly. He extended his arm and offered the trashing spider to me.
“Wanna hold ‘em?”I felt my flesh begin to crawl. “I’d rather have an eye gouged out,” I assured
him.Viper cocked his head and eyed me hurtfully. Then he shrugged and plopped the tarantula
back into its aquarium. “Suit yourself.”Ned Viper continued leading us through his dingy trailer
until we eventually walked out the back door.Arco turned to face him. “I don’t know what you did
with the raccoon but Officer Wasserman and I are leaving.”Viper grinned broadly as Arco



handed him his gun. But his expression quickly turned sour when he realized it had been
disassembled. “What the . . . !”“Don’t worry,” said Arco, “You’ll find your slide, empty magazine,
and nine rounds on the table next to your hairy friend inside.”Although we didn’t find a raccoon
cub at Ned Viper’s place, Arco later charged him with the unlawful possession of wildlife and
subpoenaed the woman whose child had been bitten to testify against him as a Commonwealth
witness. But rather than go through a lengthy trial, Viper pled guilty and paid his fine in full.Later
that summer we heard Viper had an unwelcomed encounter with several members of a rival
outlaw motorcycle gang and that he went into hiding in rural New York. Perhaps it’s no
coincidence that we never ran into him again after that day.Outlaws at Wildcat RidgeHIS
HEADLIGHTS FLICKERED between the trees, casting ghostly shadows into the woods as he
crept down the narrow two-track. It was a cold and moonless November night, and his heart beat
in heavy anticipation. The trail camera he’d set up behind his house had been triggered each
morning for days. The buck in the photographs enormous.There were other deer too. Many of
them. But it was the heavy eight-pointer with the unusually wide rack that had captivated Eli
Bragg.He brought his pickup to a stop fifty yards from a large pile of fresh corn and shut off the
lights. He killed the ignition, leaned back in his seat, and listened to the steady tick of his cooling
engine. Daylight was close at hand. Soon the buck would appear, drawn to his bait as surely as a
fly is drawn to sugar.As the darkness began to melt into a gray dawn, the deer suddenly
materialized. Captivated by its presence, Bragg’s thick fingers tightened around the steering
wheel. His time had come. With the season only two days away, the woods would soon be
crawling with eager hunters. Some of them his best friends. And Eli Bragg was about to make
certain none of them got a chance to take his trophy away.Having grown accustomed to the bait,
the buck paid no attention to him. And when the poacher switched on his headlights, the
whitetail raised its head in mild curiosity to gaze into the blinding abyss, its antlers immense in
the blazing glare of light.Eli Bragg raised his twenty-two magnum off the seat, poked the muzzle
out his open window, and settled the wooden stock into his right shoulder. He sucked in a long
breath as the crosshairs found their mark, then he exhaled slowly and squeezed the trigger.The
rifle cracked like lightning, its deadly missile boring through the deer’s head, belching splinters of
skull and bits of brain into the air. The great buck dropped to the ground like a puppet whose
strings had been cut from above, its hind legs raking the earth as Eli Bragg rested his gun on the
seat. He waited for the deer to stop moving, then he started his engine and drove over to collect
his prize.The following day, my neighboring officer, Jim Jolly, happened to be flying over his
district in search of illegal bait. As the chopper approached the Wyoming County line, it skirted
Wildcat Ridge and was about to head back when something caught Jolly’s eye. He signaled the
pilot to circle. From the air, piles of bright yellow corn could be seen in the naked woods behind
Eli Bragg’s house. It was the only bait he’d been able to locate all morning. Because it was in my
district, Jolly contacted me by landline as soon as he returned to his office, and we arranged to
meet the following day.With our vehicles hidden behind an abandoned barn a half-mile from
Bragg’s house, Jolly and I hiked through the woods until we reached the back of his property



and came to a well-established Jeep trail. We followed it, stunned by what we found: Dotting the
trail at fifty-yard intervals were six wooden structures the size of large coat closets. They were
enclosed deer blinds with golf ball sized peepholes bored through their walls for shooting at
game. Across from each blind, a bushel-sized wire basket filled with corncobs had been nailed
to a tree.We pushed deeper into the property, taking photographs of the bait and the blinds as
we went. Soon we came upon two weather-beaten travel trailers sitting on cinder blocks at the
edge of a meadow. A truckload of corncobs had been dumped nearby. I peeked inside each
trailer. Wooden gun benches had been built under their windows, providing a steady surface for
shooters to brace their aim.Three more baited blinds were positioned within the nearby woods.
They were large wooden structures big enough for two occupants. Inside we found cushioned
chairs and propane heaters to make things cozy, and they had sliding glass windows for
shooting at game lured to the corn and salt blocks that stood a short distance away.Jolly and I
continued along the two-track until we discovered the main camp: a rustic two-story cabin with
all the comforts of home, it had four separate rooms with comfy bunk beds and a cozy, well-
equipped kitchen. A glass structure protruded through the shingled roof like a chimney. It was an
overlook big enough for a man to stand in and had windows that could be raised for easy
gunning. Below the structure, two shooting lanes had been cut through the woods, with every
tree removed in six-foot-wide swaths, providing corridors for shooting at anything that
moved.Positioned fifty yards from the cabin was an automatic grain feeder bursting with corn. It
had been built from a five-foot wooden reel. The kind used by power companies for rolling out
electric wire. We found fresh blood and turkey feathers under the feeder, indicating recent illegal
kills. Nearby, several bucket-sized salt blocks sat on tree stumps, each surrounded by a blanket
of shelled corn twenty feet in diameter.From here, a short walk along the trail brought us to two
wooden outhouses. We were amazed to see peepholes had been drilled through the doors so
game could be shot even under the most trying of circumstances.Jolly and I continued walking
along the trail until we rounded a broad bend and stumbled upon another cabin with a mountain
of corn stacked just outside. There were no vehicles around, so we moved in to investigate. The
place wasn’t as big or as well equipped as the first cabin; it served more as a crude bunkhouse
than anything. It was a two-tiered wooden structure, the first floor containing four beds, a
potbellied coal stove, and some metal folding chairs. The upper section was empty except for a
wooden rifle-bench located under a sliding window for shooting at game.Through the distant
morning haze, we could see Bragg’s house: a modest ranch home situated at the edge of a
paved township road. The two-track led from the woods directly to his back yard where it merged
with his driveway. It was the only way into the baited blinds by motor vehicle. Because anyone
coming from this direction had to pass within twenty feet of Bragg’s front door, he must have felt
confident that he’d never be caught. And considering what Jolly and I had just discovered, he’d
been poaching game with impunity for many years.Satisfied we had seen enough to launch a
successful raid, we went back the same way we came in and quickly departed.Later that
afternoon, I was sitting at my desk formulating a strategy for the following day when the phone



rang.It was our agency dispatcher, his tone uncharacteristically glum. “Got a call from a TV news
reporter who wants to follow you around tomorrow with a cameraman,” he said. “He’s looking for
a story on the first day of buck season.”The dispatcher knew that a TV journalist tagging along
would only add to the craziness that comes with the opening day. An unwelcomed burden to be
sure. Typically, I’d be run ragged trying to keep up with complaints about trespassing, mistake
kills, road hunting, injured deer, and countless other calls. After all, the county was about to be
set upon by thousands of avid hunters—the good, the bad, and the ugly, so to speak. And so he
never expected my response.“Good!” I said. “Tell him to meet me at five tomorrow morning in the
Walmart parking lot.”“You sound grateful! Must have something going on.”“I sure do. And it
should make for some good footage.”“I’ll pass it along, Bill. Good luck tomorrow.”Buck season
rolled in with a steady light rain as Deputy Jeff Pierce and I cruised north on Route Twenty-nine.
The headlights in my rearview mirror told me TV news reporter Drew Mitchell and his
cameraman were close behind.After a thirty-minute drive, we reached our rendezvous point and
I pulled in and parked. It was still pitch black outside. Jim Jolly was standing by his patrol car, a
thermos of coffee on the hood. A group of deputies stood along with him. I took a quick count:
twelve men would be moving in on Eli Bragg’s bait stations. I hadn’t expected Jolly to bring so
many reinforcements, but I was glad he did.Deputy Gene Gaydos, my sentry, had been hidden
for hours on a bleak hilltop where he could listen for shots and watch vehicles entering or exiting
Bragg’s property with his binoculars. I shivered when I considered the icy drizzle he’d endured.
Grabbing my mike, I radioed him for status.His familiar voice crackled back. “No shots fired and
no headlights indicating travel into or out of the camp, Bill.”The news surprised me. I had Gaydos
watching the place because I expected the shooting would start before sunrise. I also
anticipated a stream of vehicles would have moved in by now. It didn’t seem right.I looked at
Pierce. “If we go in there like gangbusters and the place is empty, it’s really gonna look
bad.”“Especially when they run it on the six o’clock news,” he grunted. He rolled down his
window and stuck out a hand. “Oh well, at least it stopped raining.”As dawn began to break, I
called the troops together under a dismal gray sky and briefed them on what to expect when
they entered Bragg’s property. I had them team up in pairs, four men to a vehicle, with each
vehicle assigned specific blinds to inspect.My marked patrol car was in the lead as we steered
into Bragg’s driveway. News Reporter Drew Mitchell and his video technician were with me, the
cameraman cradling his equipment tightly in his arms as my patrol car brushed past Eli Bragg’s
house, hit the two-track, and traveled across a rough and broken meadow into the woods. We
reached the first structure in seconds. It was the two-tier blind with the mountain of corn out front
—the last baited blind that Jolly and I had found the day before. A light shined in a window,
confirming that someone was inside.I veered left toward the structure. The other vehicles
pushing past me, deeper into the woods.I parked and jumped out. In five broad steps I reached
the door and rapped on it with a hard fist. “State Game Commission!” I cried. “Come out!”There
was the scrape of a chair, the shuffle of heavy feet coming my way. When the door opened, a
man in his early fifties stood before me, his burly outline consuming every inch of the frame. He



eyed the cameraman uneasily as he filmed us, his bulky video machine perched on one
shoulder.“State game warden,” I said. “We’re here to investigate unlawful hunting activity.”He saw
my team swarming though the woods behind me. Men in uniform moved quickly toward the
remaining blinds deeper into the property. His expression turned grim. “I’m Eli Bragg,” he said. He
nodded toward the door. “Why don’t we step inside. I’d like to talk privately.”I followed him into the
wooden building, my eyes searching for anyone else who might be inside. An old potbelly
woodstove sat by the far wall, its iron door ajar. I could see the warm glow of burning embers
inside. On the floor next to the stove, I spotted a bloody ribcage protruding from a metal feed
pan. Bragg glanced at the remains. “That’s just a roadkill. Picked it up two days ago.”I’d heard the
excuse a hundred times before from a hundred different men. I let it pass. There was a window
behind Bragg. I invited him to look outside. He watched uneasily as my deputies escorted
several camo-clad hunters toward the main camp. Bragg turned to me and rubbed a heavily
whiskered cheek. “I want to know if we can work something out,” he said flatly.“We’re not going to
work anything out unless you start telling the truth,” I said. “You can begin with that
ribcage.”Bragg stared at me for a moment, then he shuffled back to a dim corner of the room,
bent down, and pulled a cardboard box from under a bed. It contained the head of an
exceptional eight-point buck. “You’re right,” he said. “It ain’t no roadkill. Would’ve made a dandy
trophy, too. I shot it Saturday night.”Bragg told me about how he’d been watching the deer come
to his bait for weeks. “Couldn’t help myself,” he shrugged. “Prettiest set of horns I ever
saw.”“Appreciate your honesty,” I said. “Do you have any concealed weapons on you?”“Nope.
Couple of rifles upstairs, though. Look around if you want.”I searched the building, found two
empty rifles, and took them out to my vehicle along with the illegal deer head. Bragg stood
outside and watched me with his arms folded. He turned his face away when the cameraman
tried to catch him on film. “Does the whole world have to know about this, warden?” he
griped.“That’s not my call,” I said. “Let’s take a walk over to your cabin. See who your friends
are.”Four men gawked in comic disbelief as we approached along with Drew Mitchell and his
cameraman. It had all happened so quickly: the game wardens had swooped in and plucked
them from their cozy blinds before they could even think. And now a TV camera was rolling while
Officer Jolly briefed me on what he and the deputies had found.Eli Bragg’s son, Eliza, who
looked to be in his mid-thirties, had been discovered hiding in a baited blind, ten yards from a
bushel of corncobs. Two others, Truman Cheat and his son, Ernest, were picked up in separate
blinds a short distance away. The fourth suspect, Louis Loud, was caught inside one of the travel
trailers as he peeked out at a quarter ton of corn. All had loaded rifles.As I informed the men that
the entire property was off-limits to hunting until every grain of bait was removed and thirty days
had passed, Eliza Bragg protested vehemently. “It’s our land!” he whined. “We should be able to
hunt the way we want. You got no right to be trespassing here.”“Wrong,” I said. “You might own
the land, but you don’t own the wildlife. Citations will be coming in the mail. But you can always
take a hearing. See what the judge thinks.”I turned to Truman and Ernest Cheat. They were
about the same age as Eli Bragg and his son. Standing at rigid attention, they stared at the



ground hoping they wouldn’t see their faces on tonight’s evening news. “Anything to say?”Both
men shook their heads without looking up. Meanwhile, soft-spoken Louis Loud smiled amiably
for the news camera and asked me how much his fine would be so he could pay it and go
home.“You’re not going anywhere until we’re finished,” I said. I turned to Eli Bragg. “Still willing to
talk?”Bragg hesitated a moment. Then he pursed his lips, nodded sideways, and motioned me
into his cabin.As we took seats in the cabin’s warm kitchen, Bragg leaned back in his chair and
popped open the lid of an adjacent woodstove. He took an oak log from a pile on the floor and
dropped it inside. The fire crackled and sparked wildly. “What do you want to know?” he asked,
turning toward me.“Everything,” I said.The poacher crossed both arms leisurely over his wide
belly and laced his fingers together. A big man, he wore a red and black checkered hunting shirt
with suspenders that were stretched to the breaking point. He regarded me for a long moment,
musing, it seemed, over his options. Then his pale blue eyes brightened sharply. “You got me,”
he chuckled softly. “You got all of us!”I nodded in agreement.“Okay,” he said. “Ask away.”Wire
basket with corncobs used to bait deer.I pulled a tape-recorder from my briefcase and placed it
on the kitchen table. “Mind if I record what you say?”Bragg thought for a moment and then
shrugged indifferently. “Go ahead,” he said. “I’m just gonna tell you the truth, anyway.” He ran a
thick hand through his tangled hair and turned to gaze out the window. A wire basket filled with
corn had been nailed to a tree just outside. To Eli Bragg, poaching was as natural as slipping into
his favorite hunting boots, and I suppose I should have felt a strong resentment toward him. But
he possessed an unexpected amiable quality that made him more tolerable than most outlaws
I’ve met.So there would be no challenge from a defense attorney if his confession was
introduced in court, I pushed the record button and asked if he was aware that he was being
taped. He answered yes. Next, I informed him of his right to remain silent under the law. He
nodded he understood, so I started my interrogation by asking about the eight-point buck he’d
killed. Bragg held nothing back. He admitted shooting it through the headlights of his pickup
while it fed on the bait he’d put out, adding that the venison had been ground up and put in his
freezer. I was welcome to it, he said. No search warrant would be necessary.
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Thomas P. Burke, “His ability to tell a story makes his writing fun and easy to read. The stories in
this book bring home the extent of the physical and psychological demands that are placed on
conversation officers. They seem to be on call 24 hours a day and face constant danger from
poachers, as well as their working environment. The scope of their responsibilities puts them in a
class by themselves in the law enforcement domain. I recently met and spoke with this author
and found him to a very down-to-earth guy who tends to treat his on-the-job experiences as
simply a day at the office. In his writing, he gives credit to others and does not exaggerate his
own role, which lends credibility to his stories. His ability to tell a story makes his writing fun and
easy to read.”

David W. Carraway, “Short Stories from a Long Career - as a Game Warden. This is an easy-to-
read collection of short stories depicting a northern game warden's poacher captures. It's an
entertaining collection to read. However, there is a certain predictability to these stories. I'd like
to see a better mix of stories - less predictability. Overall, this is a good, quick-to-read, collection
that is easy to digest. Get the venison, light the grill, and enjoy the stories (note: this recipe calls
for legal venison of course)!  Cheers!”

Ryan Lewis, “Short but great. As a hunter, fisherman, overall outdoorsman, and one pursuing a
career as a game warden, possibly in PA, this book is a fantastic read. Though it was short (I
read it in a day), it's well worth picking up. I found it very easy to relate to Mr. Wasserman as a
person, and he also drew me right into the stories. His humor is also something worth
mentioning; I often found myself laughing at his stories. Everything was extremely well written
overall, and I plan on reading his other books.”

Ruthi, “Porcher Wars. This book was received in good condition and a timely fashion. It has
been read and will now be sent to a friend in Montana who is a game warden. I'm sure he will
really enjoy this book as well as my husband did,.Thanks.”

Bob, “I wish it were longer!. A very interesting look at poaching written by WCO Wasserman. It
gives the reader an appreciation of the work performed by PA Game Commission deputies each
hunting season. Some of the stories will make you laugh and some will make you understand
how dangerous this line of work can be. I read the whole book cover to cover in one sitting. I only
wish it were longer. Very good read for any outdoorsman.”

Keith, “They got caught. This book is about the thieves who ruin the good name of a honest
hunter and outdoorsman. The dedication of the gamewardens in the state of Pa. Should be
appreciated for what they do to protect our wildlife. A BIG THANK YOU.”



Sandra Anderson, “for my husband. My husband enjoys this kind of book so I got a bunch for
him for his birthday.  He has read them all and he really enjoyed  every one of them”

Perjud, “Hunting. I found this book to be very interesting for any hunter.I would recommend it to
any one for a view from the warden's seat.”

The book by William Wasserman has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 34 people have provided feedback.
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